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POR TINARI'S NEW WORLD MURALS
Edwin Honig

I

N THE FALL OF

1941, Candido Portinari, the Brazilian painter,

came to the Library of Congress in Washington, quietly, with a
message of fiery imagination. He worked there for several months
with tempera paints on four dry plaster walls. When he finished, he
signed an accomplishment in two small rooms, more durable and more
instructive with historic insight than any army of diplomats has been
able to ratify in a dozen treaties.
He extricated four' legendary subjects from the early history of
America. And against the untarnished light ~f a First bay in Genesis,
he painted four murals: the discoyery of land; pioneering in the virgin
forests of the New World; the early instruction of the Indian by
simple missionaries; and the excitement attending the m~ning of gold.
What Portinari has done is no mere recapitulation of the tales of
the bloody glories of conquerors, the scheming, murderous plunderers
whom history half pardons, encased in gold cuirasses atop marvelously
fettered milk-white steeds. Portinari's New World is peopled with
tne towering monolithic portraits of the first workers: Indians, sailors,
woodsmen, teachers, and miners. Men of huge hands anrl feet, heavy
with earth, bodies sturdy and large as the trunks of escaped trees.
These he portrays in a vivid early' morning air as. the integers of a
human dynamo ceaselessly pushing its way into nature~ instinct with
the rude knowledge of the reality of daily work.
The medium Portinari has employed for his m~rals is an intentional device aimed at the capture of quick, sharp movement together with the ~ecessary malleability and interftow of colors and
forms between the human, the
anintal, and
the mineral. It allows for
.
.
all the advantages of the ordinary water-color technique while it invites, at the same time, the de~p coloristic possibilities of static design
and "suspended" action for which oils are employed.
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In the first mural, the discovery of land by a group of sailors on
board ship, every attempt is directed toward setting the tone of
excitement, wonder, and the wild preparations for landing. All the
figures wear light clothing through which the movement of their
bodies is easily"apparent. An, except one, face the blue-white spectacle
of the "almost invisible shore, with their backs to the ·spectator. In the
background, to the left, a cluster of men, their arms raised, their
thick, stubby fingers cut off at colliding angles, accentuates the first
emotion of wonder and joy. In the foreground, two figures with
ropes are lowering the sails. "Their thin clothes flying loosely about
the violent, curved movement of their bodies, they seem to grow incarnate with the ropes they· are pulling, arm over arm. One,facing
towards us, his head raised high and set with the effort of his task,
is taut and down-bearing as an anchor. A third, bent over some rigging, is a figure of water and air flowing through a wave.,blown blue
suit. Still another recedes into the sky to the left of the c~nter, waving like an ecstatic dream to the motion of a dancing rope-ladder.
Water, air, riggings,.and the/sheer physical movements of the men are
interfused as the divergent t~emes of a choral song. And where color
is hardly applied at all, the whiteness of the- plaster surface becomes··
integrated into the total movement of the scene.
In the second mural, men have entered to take possession of the
forests. The painter catches them during a moment of rest, when the
color settles and they stand out motled against the still murmurous
depths of earth, trees, foliage, and animals. Now they are men alone:
one holding an Cl?'- and a sharp-beaked tropical bird; one gazing stolidly
through the trees, brawny arm at rest; another, hand on hip, surveying the scene in an attitude of stubborn mastery over its secrets; and a
fourth, stretched full-length over a tiny ~pool of water, drinking. With
this last, his physiology half in shadow, the figure becomes a sudden
extension of the water itself which he is taking in long draughts, his
whole length flowing in quiet synergy. Animals, plants, and men are
depicted minutely, unmistakably, in shadow and l;ght, as\. separate
objects in one design, sustained by their own dignity: each silently proclaiming its right to be there alone and all at once. Even the rope,
coiled in a heap in the foreground, seems to gain the self-sufficiency of
all the living things which surround it. Man, animal, and mineral
confront one another with a spontaneity of daIi~g and awareness
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common to things struck deep by the sun and destined to .lie under the ,
earth.
The third mural. is an enlargement of the vision of primitive
dignity shared alike by the human and by all surrounding things. Two
gigantic figures of missionary and Indian are seated in the lower
center, and a third stands, ~ young girl, her huge hand place~ 'confidently on the missionary's shoulder. Supporting these, as the apex
of a triangle, is a fourth,' a towering Indian maid with a fruit and
.flower basket on her head. A: robust Indian child sits at their feet and,
solemnly advancing froin the right' and frpm the left, their robes
floating on the breeze, a second-and a third missionary are bearing two
other children toward the center group. From behind, a st~ff, pasteboard, dappled cow looks on. In the far background, a wide arc of
blue-streaked water sends three receding groups of rowers by, as
abrupt as the contrivances of a schoolchild's imagination.
'
There is nothing which will compare with the absolute poise of the
listening Indians, their features almost obliterated in the head, their
bodies lost in one massive bulk. The seated Indian is listening with
his hand: his right; stolidly clasping the index finger of his left, secured
behind by a large attentive thumb.. The girl, looking on under her
basket, her face like the side of a round eartben jug, is still a lovely,
deliCate flower of millennial patience and biologic isolation. And
again, as in the second mural, objects are alive as a part of the scene:
a calabash, a coiled rope, a metal casket, and pebbles of sand casting their tiny sharp shadows. There is an ultimate impression which
this work leaves of an imaginative coordination between the tremendous sculptured figures and their quiet and assured postures; of
still another drinking: the drinking of instruction and kn?wledge.
Of the fout
murals,
the last is farthest .removed from a naturalistic
. .
1
representation. It fairly wrens:hes itself away with a shriek from the
placidity of the scene of the third. The hand, large and several times
truncated at t~e fi.~ger joints: is p~s~nt everyw~ere: ~ passi~nate instrument of dIrectIon, graspIng, SIftIng, and pbssessIng. Faces are
almost uniformly abstract, with .triangular noset stylistically creased
brows, and curved bows of surprised and covetous mouths. Enacting
the muted hysterical drama are'the actors motivated in all angles.
A child, with drawn excited features, is bearing a dangling rope
while two figures anxiously manipulate a bowl-shaped skiff from the.
stern and prow respectively. Another, in the act of springing from its
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side, is holding a huge brown blob of a pan, and prevails like a nightmare over the whole scene~ Two .figures in the foreground, half submerged in water, hold tiny nuggets of gold in their immense cupped
palms. One is supporting a pan, ,dotted with the same evidences of the
search ironically casting tiny shadows. The other wields his arm upward like a club toward the precipitant figure of the skiff. Between
the two, lies a small pile of other accumulated nuggets, and t?wards
. these, still another figure, bent in two over the side of the skiff, his
hands like great stabbing forks, is suspended. Sturdy arms and hands
juxtaposing the tiny pieces of gold remark upon the folly of the quest.
And the terrifying over-dramatic movement of the figures, objects of
hard impatient violence, offers the painter justification for freezing
them as he has, into a series of almost abstract mask~.
Confronted with the little stylized fish that swim about the men's
torsos, we are made aware, at least, that the separation in style from
this mural and the rest does not amount to a break in continuity, in
temperament, or in conscience. For pervading are the same whimsical
sympathy for tiny things and the same faithfulness to the original spirit ,
of the history. But what we now preceive is the artist trained in a
new direction where his preoccupations with form ,and color may
succeed even more in portraying that sense of conflict and movement
for which he is gifted and which is itself-the basis of all life.
Through this series of murals, Portinari has contributed a new
dimensionality to the subject matter of American historical art. A
draughtsman of first magnitude, a painter endowed with a tumbling
coloristic. imagination, he has also indicated the active role which
simple earth-treading people play in the drama of history. This he
has done by choosing as the subjects of his history, the heroes of whom
we usually do not sing, because they are still with us and shall forever
be with us: they whose energies have created d~mocracy out of the
raw materials or~a
world
overflowing
with natural riches. Thev. are
.
.
.
the mortal, tentacles binding death and the freak metaphysics of death
always propounded by the false leaders of men. Certainly it is the
constant age-long resurgence of the people' with tools of higher con·
sciousness which provides history with its single theme of' universal
importance: the attainment of a way of life founded on the blood and
bone of their achievements.
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BIOGRAPHICAL N O'TE
Candido Portinari was born in 1903 on a coffee plantation near the town of Brodowski in the interior of Sao Paulo. His parents were poor Italian immigrants who could
not afford for the young Candido, second eldest of twelve children, more than a schooling in the primary"grades. When. barely old enough to romp around, he was put to work
with them on the coffee trees. Here, the whole rich out-of-door world of earth, woods,
birds and kites, husk.y Negroes, mulattoes and Indians provided him with the education
which, so important to the future painter,.is presented without the asking to every poor
3raziliart peasant boy.
.
As the story goes. he found his life work one day while watching a painter decorate the
local church. Excited by the miracle of life assuming form under the artist's brush, he
offered his ignorant child's hand, and .the painter promptly made him an assistant. When
he was fifteen, Portinari left for Rio de Janeiro to study at an art school. After ten years
of poverty and hard work (for he accepted painting with the peasant's sense of a craft to
which one devotes all his day's energy and the apprenticeship of years) , he won a fellowship in 1928 to travel and study art in Europe. There he listened to cafe discussions and
inspected the, old masterpieces in the galleric;s of France, Spain, Italy, and England; but
to the surprise of his benefactors, he returned home without a single canvas of. his own.
Instead he' brought back a wife, a Uruguayan he had met in France. And teeming with
ideas, suddenly (to quote one of his admirers, Josias Lelo), "without material means,
still unknown, he began painting like a madman-two, three, four, five paintings a week:'
Painting with an intuitive understanding of national types, he received first recognition
from Sao Paulo in 1934. The miracle of color he applied to highly original subjective
landscapes peopled with the Brazilian folk was often animated by his warm, whimsical
treatment of children. He won several prizes, filled a few government commissions for
murals, and was the principal artist at the Brazilian Pavilion of the New York World's
Fair. in 1939. In 1940, a prodigious one-man exhibition of 130 of his paintings was held
at the Detroit Institute of Art. His tempera and ,fresco work. in which he has lately been
almost exclusively engaged, grew out of an imaginative need to explore plastic forms when
oil painting itself proved too limited. The dramatization of the tremendous figures displayed in the Library of Congress murals is his most recent attempt in this medium..
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